Employment Eligibility Verification Table
Prepared by Linda Dodd-Major
ev
DOCUMENTATION OF WORK
AUTHORIZATION>>>>>>>>>>>
A 1-3 diplomatic principal
A-1 or A-2 dependent
A dependents (other)
B-1 business visitor
WB visa waiver business visitor
B-2 tourist
WT visa waiver tourist
E-1 treaty trader principal
E-1 spouse
E-1 dependent
E-2 treaty-investor principal
E-2 spouse
E-2 dependent
F-1 academic student
F-2 (F-1 dependent)
G 1-5 international org. principal
G-1, -3, or -4 dependents
G-2 or –5 dependent
H-1b specialty worker or H-1c nurse
principal
H-2a seasonal agricultural or H-2b
seasonal nonagricultural principal
H-3 trainee principal
H-4 (H-1 or H-2 dependent)
J-1 exchange student

J-1 exchange visitor (non-student)
J-2 (J-1 dependent)

1.
Unexpired foreign passport (except Canadians) and Form I-94 indicating
unexpired classification approved for specific employer or approved institution
or exchange program
X
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2.
Not authorized
to work

3.
EAD
(Form I-766
or I-688b)
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X (with I-20 issued by institution at which student is employed on campus)
X (with I-20 endorsed for specific CPT)

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X (with IAP-66 or DS-2019 issued by institution for which student is employed
on campus)
X (with IAP-66 or DS-2019 endorsed for practical training by approved
institution)
X (with IAP-66 or DS-2019 issued by exchange program, specifying permissible
employment)
X
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K (any)
X
L-1a or –b intracompany transferee
X
principal
L-2 (L-1 spouse)
X
L-2 (L-1 dependent)
X
M-1 vocational student
X
M-2 (M-1 dependent)
X
O-1 or –2 outstanding alien
X
principal
O-3 (O-1 & -2 dependent)
X
P-1, -2, -3 artist or athlete principal
X
P-4 (P-1-3 dependent)
X
Q-1 or –2 cultural exchange visitor
X
principal
R-1 religious worker principal
X
R-2 (R-1 dependent)
X
TN-1 or –2 NAFTA professional
X
principal
TD (TN dependent)
X
V (any)
X
Refugee
X
Asylee
X
Asylum Applicant
X
Alien granted TPS
X
TPS Applicant
X
Citizen of Micronesia, Marshall
X
Islands or Palau
Adjustee
X
1. Eligible to work (1) for approved sponsoring employer only (including pending approvals for H-1b portability) in jobs described to INS in sponsors’ petitions
(2) for approved academic insttution on campus or (3) in practical training endorsed by approved academic institution or exchange program..
2. Not authorized for employment in US under this classification.
3. May be (a) employment authorized incident to status or (b) eligible for employment only with unexpired EAD issued by INS. EAD will reflect provision of
law (Form I-688b) or category (Form I-766) pursuant to which EAD was issued.

